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ABSTRACT

MICROBUBBLE GENERATION BY PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSUDERS FOR BIOMEDICAL STUDIES

Mohammed Alkhazal
Old Dominion University, 2016
Director: Shu Xiao

Bubbles induced by blast waves or shocks are speculated as the major cause of damage in biological cells in mild traumatic brain injuries (TBI). Microbubble collapse was found to induce noticeable cell detachment from the cell substrate, changes in focal adhesion, and biomechanics. To better understand the bubble mechanism, a system needs to be constructed which allows clear differentiation on the impact of bubbles from that of shocks. Such a generator needs to be low profile in order to place under a microscope. A piezoelectric transducer system was designed to meet the need. The system uses either a flat or a spherical focusing piezoelectric transducer to produce microbubbles in a cuvette loaded with cell-culture medium. Several transducer configurations were designed and tested. The first design has a transducer that faces upward in a water chamber, so that the pressure waves can reach a coverslip placed above the transducer. To allow for the light passage, the transducer was drilled at the center and a hole was created. This configuration was found not easy to use as it created water jets at the water surface when water level was shallow. A second configuration where the transducer was placed on the side of the cuvette with its axis lining horizontally was then designed. A cover slip was placed on the top of the cuvette. The impact of the waves to the cells was minimized as the cover slip was parallel to the direction of the wave. Only bubbles from the medium could reach the cover slip and interact with cells. The effect of bubbles, therefore, can be separated that of pressure waves. The bubbles collected on a cover slip range in size from 10 μm to 100 μm in radius, but the dominant size is 10-30 μm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Shock wave generators are useful for medical treatments and research such as kidney stone treatment (lithotripsy) [1], tumor destruction [2], drug delivery [3], or other biomedical applications. A shock wave is a high gradient pressure wave that contains a compressive phase (positive pressure) and a tensile phase (negative pressure) [4]. Such an abrupt transition in pressure in a liquid medium could induce microbubbles or cavitation bubbles. They are defined as the creation of vapor cavities within a liquid medium under low pressure. Small air pockets usually exist in the liquid. The compression and subsequent expansion of the air pockets cause the formation of cavitation bubbles. When these cavitation bubbles collapse, microjets can form as the liquid rushes into the cavity (Figure 1) [5]. The cavitation bubbles have been reported throughout history as a major culprit in posing harms to propellers, pumps, and hydro turbines [6].

Shock waves and cavitation bubbles are also linked to the blast-traumatic brain injury (bTBI) [7], which is mainly caused by sudden impact of blast waves on the brain due to explosions such as improvised explosive devices (IEDs) [8]. In the human’s head there are several tissue types and each has its own acoustic impedance. When a shock wave travels through different tissues, fragmentation (spallation) of tissue occurs as a result of the mismatch of acoustic impedances. The blast wave causes abrupt change in the intracranial pressure which induces bubbles at the interface between the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and the brain. Moreover, simulations suggest that skull deformation with elastic rebound is one of the factors that cause cavitation bubbles [9].
Despite the popular view of the role of cavitation bubbles in the deleterious effects associated with shock waves, there hasn’t been any concrete evidence that shows a clear presence of cavitation in human or animal heads subjected to shock impact. Therefore, the research of interaction of shock wave and biological matter has been ongoing. Experimental shock and blast systems that can be repeatedly applied repeatedly are needed to conduct the research. It will be more beneficial if such a system can be operated on a microscope.

Shock waves can be generated by high energy laser short pulses, shock tubes, high voltage spark gap discharges, and piezoelectric transducers. Each method has its own characteristics. For instance, laser induced shock wave produce a single shock inducing a single bubble. To produce multiple bubbles, multiple lasers have to be used [10], and it is not so efficient as it will add more complexity. Shock tubes are very good at mimicking an actual explosion, but they are far too large to be used under microscopes. High voltage spark gap discharge systems are easy to build and can be done with a great deal of control, but they generate a high electric field just before breakdown which might be a source of artifact. Although there is no evidence of such artifact reported ([7] and [11]), it is still desired to reduce the electric field. Furthermore, it is not clear whether shock
waves are always coupled with cavitation bubbles. Previously, it was also reported that high voltage spark gap discharges are quite effective in generating microbubbles for biological studies under a microscope. Shock waves alone were not effective at inducing damage to the cells and it was the bubbles that caused the damage [7]. But it is still not clear that cavitation alone would undertake the role. As shock wave generators produce spherical shocks that always reach the biological sample of interest, it is difficult to separate the shock wave from the cavitation bubbles in time.

As a result, low voltage piezoelectric transducers become the top candidate to experiment in that 1) they operate at much lower electric fields in comparison with spark gap systems and they are proven to produce cavitation bubbles in applications such as ultrasonic baths and vaporizers (atomizers); and 2) the bubbles can be produced by oscillation waves that have a much lower intensity. It becomes possible to separate pressure waves from bubbles.

On these bases, this thesis is focused on creating a cavitation generator that is driven by piezoelectric transducers, allowing biologists to study the effects of microbubbles of biological specimen at the cellular level on a microscope.
CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS

In this chapter, an overview of the shock wave generators used in the biomedical field is given. Used in studying the effects of shocks and cavitation bubbles on the microscopic level, they assist biologists in understanding the comprehensive impact of bTBI human cells and tissue. Laser induced shock waves, shock tubes, and spark gap shock wave generators are overviewed. Later in Chapter 3, piezoelectric transducers will be discussed.

2.1 Laser Induced Shock Waves

Laser systems can be used to generate shock waves in a liquid medium. Short and powerful pulses that are typically few nanoseconds down to femtoseconds are focused in the liquid, leading to optical breakdown and consequently generating a shock wave that propagate through the liquid. Immediately after, a cavitation bubble is generated (Figure 2).

Similar to the laser ablation process, focused laser pulses deposit large energy in the liquid during a short time interval. The required power intensity for such laser beam has to be $10^8 \text{W/cm}^2$ or higher in order to generate optical breakdown, shock wave and cavitation bubble [12]. A laser-induced breakdown in the liquid media is the result of electron cascade ionization or direct ionization (multiphoton ionization). For electron cascade ionization to occur, free electrons have to be present. They absorb laser photons during collisions with heavy particles (inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption). When a free electron gains enough energy to ionize bound electrons, it collides with a water molecule which results in two free electrons of lower energies. The repetition of this process creates enough free electrons leading to breakdown and plasma.
formation. The generated plasma expands at the supersonic velocity compressing the surrounding liquid and thus creates a shock wave [13].

Figure 2. Shock wave and bubble generation after a 35 femtoseconds, 2 mJ pulsed laser incident on air-water interface. The scale bar in the low right corners are 200 µm. (a) Ionization at and beneath the surface. (b) Plasma expansion from the surface. (c) Generation of shockwaves both above and below the surface. (d) Cavity formation at the surface. (e) Cavity closure and bubble formation [14].

2.2 Shock-Tubes

Shock tubes can be driven either by high pressure compression or explosion. Compression shock tubes consist of two sections of different pressures (high and low) that are separated by a
diaphragm. When the pressure inside the highly pressurized section reaches a certain threshold, the diaphragm ruptures or alternatively, the diaphragm could be ruptured by a mechanical device, and the compressed air rushes down to the low pressure section creating a shock wave [15]. Explosion-based shock tubes can be driven by a variety of explosive materials. These shock tubes are fairly easy to build, but their large scale presents challenges for adapting them to the microscope. Moreover, compared to spark gap generators and piezoelectric transducers, they need frequent maintenance as the diaphragm has to be replaced from shot to shot.

A shock tube produces complex shock waves other than the leading shock wave that mimics the shock wave of a typical blast in the free space (Figure 3). These complex shock waves include reflected shock waves in the tube wall, a turbulent jet, Mach stem (shock wave formed from shock reflections), and rarefaction waves. The problem in having these byproducts is that they will cause more damage than what is typical for primary bTBI, which may lead the studies into false-positive results that would rarely happen in actual bTBI injuries [16].

![Diagram of shock waves generated inside a shock tube](image-url)
2.3 Spark Gap Discharges

Spark gap shock wave generators are convenient for microscope studies because the discharging electrodes can be made small. Electrodes are driven by high voltage electric pulses and create breakdowns, which subsequently generate a shock wave and microbubbles (Figure 8). Such a system can be made in a variety of configurations for different output powers and compactness. The most frequently-used high voltage pulse generator is a capacitive discharge system, where a capacitor delivers the current to the load after a switch being turned on. The capacitive discharge system can be a Marx generator, a pulse forming line, or a solid state generator. The general idea is to convert low power charging to high power discharging. For example, a total power of 1 kW charged to a capacitor over 1 s can be turned to 1 GW output over 1 μs if there is no loss (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Electric pulse compression: (a) input pulse and (b) output pulse [17] © 2000 IEEE.](image)
Marx generators are quite popular for generating high voltages for a variety of purposes such as lightning strike testing and biomedical applications. Parallel capacitors are charged by a DC high voltage source and discharged through a series of switches and so the output voltage is multiplied by the number of stages after all switches close (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. A Marx generator circuit diagram](image)

Transmission line or pulse forming line generators are very commonly used in laboratories due to the ease of construction and effectiveness in generating short pulses. Its basic circuit is shown in Figure 6. A high voltage charging source with a voltage \( V_0 \) is connected to a transmission line of length \( d \). When the line is charged and the switch closes at \( t_0 \), the line discharges into the load resistance that is matched to the impedance of the line. Taking into account the waves that propagate in two directions and each having a voltage of \( V_0/2 \), a step voltage of \( V_0/2 \) will be launched towards the load. The total pulse duration is:

\[
t = \frac{2d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}}{c}
\]  

where \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity of the insulator of the line and \( c \) is the speed of light.
Solid state high voltage pulse generators are based on the same concept of Marx generators. Using controllable switches such as MOSFETs or BJTs, the Marx can generate pulses with varying pulse duration. As each switch is only capable of handling approximately 1 kV, the Marx configuration allows for a voltage boost. Another configuration to increase the voltage is to directly stack the switches in series. Each switch is connected a pre-charged capacitor, which will discharge to the gate of the switch sequentially starting from the bottommost switch. One of the examples is shown in Figure 7 [11]. Power MOSFETs were used. The circuit uses a gate driver for the bottom MOSFET. When a driving pulse is sent to the gate of the MOSFET, the MOSFET is turned on and opens a current path for the capacitor connected to the above MOSFET. The capacitor charges the gate. But the gate-source voltages clamped via a Zener diode. This action keeps going until all the MOSFETs are turned on. As a result, a 4 kV pulse is formed to deliver to the spark gap electrodes, creating a breakdown in water. Shock waves and bubbles are observed following the breakdown (Figure 8).
Figure 7. A solid state high voltage generator [11] © 2014 IEEE.

Figure 8. Laser shadow graphs of a 4 kV water discharge creating a shock wave and cavitation bubbles [11] © 2014 IEEE.
CHAPTER 3
PIEZOELECTRICITY

3.1 Piezoelectricity Theory

The Greek word, *piezo*, means to press. The origin of piezoelectricity was in the 1800s when Carolus Linnaeus and Franz Aepinus made the observation that some electric charges can be generated in certain materials when their temperature changes. However, piezoelectricity as a rigorous research field did not exist until the Curie brothers linked the piezoelectricity to the crystalline structure of a material (mineral or ceramic). They found that tension and pressure generate voltage across crystals (direct piezoelectric effect) [18]. The piezoelectric effect was first called by W. Hankel and he postulated the mathematical theory behind the Curie brothers’ observations. In 1881, Gabriel Lipmann mathematically deduced the inverse piezoelectric effect via the laws of thermodynamics. In 1917, Paul Langevin and his coworkers introduced a submarine detector using an ultrasonic transducer made of quartz. The basis of their system is to calculate how much time it takes for the sound to echo a submarine so that they can calculate its distance. For ceramics, major historical moments were the discovery of piezoelectricity in potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) family by Busch and Scherrer and the work of Jaffe and his coworkers on lead zirconate titanate (PZT) [19]. These transducers operate according to the polarity of the polar domains inside the transducers. The piezoelectric properties are present in specific dimensions, which create different modes for piezoelectric transducers such as radial, thickness and longitudinal vibration mode, see Figure 9.
Piezoelectric materials are used in a variety of applications. They have been in use in microphones, transducers, accelerometers, medical instruments, and power harvesting solutions, etc. Piezoelectric materials are classified as smart materials that can be made into a variety of shapes and geometries [20]. Piezoelectricity is divided into two effects, direct effect and inverse effect. The direct effect is where charges are built up between the surfaces as a capacitor when a piezoelectric material experiences pressure or tension forces. As a result, a potential is established within the material. The inverse piezoelectric effect is that the material produces a mechanical force when an electric field is applied. Essentially, piezoelectric materials are energy storage devices much like capacitors, but they dispense stored energy mechanically by creating a motoring effect that converts the stored electric energy into mechanical energy. Alternatively, they can be viewed as a generator that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy [21]. Such a capability makes the piezoelectric transducer an ideal choice for pressure sensing and acoustic generation.

The coupling of piezoelectric effects includes electrical, mechanical and thermal quantities. Piezoelectricity is considered as a thermodynamic closed system, which includes six parameters:
electric field, mechanical strain, temperature, electric displacement, mechanical stress, and entropy (see Appendix A for more details). The electric field is related to electric displacement by the permittivity of the material, the mechanical strain is related to the stress by the elasticity of the material, and the temperature is related to the entropy by the heat capacity of the material. In general, they can be categorized in three effects:

1. Electromechanical (piezoelectricity)
2. Thermomechanical
3. Electrothermal (pyroelectricity)

Piezoelectric materials are crystalline structures with special properties that makes it piezoelectric. For a single crystal as shown in Figure 10, when an external electric field is applied the crystal begins to stretch its length along the direction of the electric field (motor affect). When an external electric field manipulates the ions (charges), a dipole moment arises between a cation and an anion. That being said, there are many charges within the material and its total dipole moment per unit volume represents its polarization. When a mechanical stress is exerted on a piezoelectric material, the geometry of the crystal structure will change, i.e., ions will separate from the structure. As a result, dipole moments will start to generate a net polarization, thus an electric field will develop that is proportional to the stress applied. This is known as the direct piezoelectric effect (generator effect).
While energy is converted from electrical to mechanical, some energy will be lost and the electromechanical coupling coefficient is given as the ratio between the converted energy to the input energy. All of the transducers used in this work are thickness vibration mode transducers, and the coefficient for thickness mode is given by the following formula:

$$k_t^2 = \frac{h_{33}^2 \varepsilon_{33}^S}{c_{33}^D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $h_{33}$ is the piezoelectric field constant, $\varepsilon_{33}^S$ is the permittivity at a constant strain (clamped permittivity), and $c_{33}^D$ is the elastic stiffness at constant dielectric displacement [23]. The above expression is derived from thermodynamic principles and the constants with their subscripts are described in Appendix A.

The resonance frequency of a thickness vibration piezoelectric transducer is determined by the piezoelectric frequency constant,

$$N_t = f_p \cdot t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$
where $f_p$ is the parallel frequency and $t$ is the transducer’s thickness. The parallel frequency is a function of the density $\rho$ and the elastic stiffness at a constant dielectric displacement $c_{33}^D$.

$$f_p = \sqrt{\frac{c_{33}^D}{4\rho t^2}}$$

### 3.2 Equivalent Circuit Models

A common equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric transducers is the Van Dyke model, which is often adopted to simulate electromechanical resonance characteristics of crystal oscillators. The series RLC circuit represents the mechanical damping, mass, and elastic compliance. The series RLC constitutes the mechanical resonance frequency of the piezoelectric transducer and $C_0$ that is connected in parallel with the RLC represents the capacitance between the conductors’ plates of the transducer (Figure 9) [24]. This circuit is only useful if the circuit parameters are constant and independent of the frequency, which is generally the case for a narrow range near the resonance frequency for piezoelectric vibrators.

![Van Dyke model](image)

Figure 11. Van Dyke model [24] © 2008 IEEE.
Measuring the impedance for a transducer and finding the minimum and maximum impedances to identify critical frequencies \(f_s\) and \(f_p\) which are the series and parallel frequencies respectively. Once the critical frequencies are determined the piezoelectric constants can be estimated such as the electromechanical coupling coefficient \(k_t\) per IEEE standards ANSI/IEEE 176-1987.

\[
k_t^2 = \frac{\pi f_s}{2 f_p} \tan\left[\frac{\pi}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{f_s}{f_p} \right) \right]
\]  

A detailed analysis on this equivalent circuit model is found in IEEE standards 177 [25].

The previous model is for unloaded piezoelectric transducers, meaning that the transducer is not attached to any material that can be considered as a significant source of vibration. To model an attached transducer to some material, more components are added. For the above models, parallel connected series RLC networks are added accounting for the added resonances of the materials that oscillate independently from the transducer [24] (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Extended Dyke model [24] © 2008 IEEE.
Chapter 4

Measurement of Pressure

Shock waves can form in air and in liquids. Typically, a measurement of pressure is done by piezoelectric sensors or fiber optic hydrophones. Piezoelectric sensors are widely used and can be used everywhere regardless of the medium. But an environment where shock waves are coupled with high voltage, high frequency disturbance, and piezoelectric transducers can be noisy. A fiber optic transducer then becomes a better option. This is the case for underwater measurements. Through this project a fiber optic hydrophone (ONDA HFO-690) was used.

4.1 Piezoelectric Pressure Sensor

To measure the shock wave pressure in air generated by shock tubes, a piezoelectric pressure sensor can be used. One example is the PCB 113B24 model that is connected to a signal conditioner (PCB 482C) shown in Figure 13. The sensor needs to be bolted to a fixture that holds the sensing end of the sensor facing the direction of the shock. Once the shock reaches the sensor, the quartz plates inside the housing generate voltage that is proportional to the shock pressure. The voltage is then amplified by an integrated circuit inside the housing, see Figure 14 for the internal components of the sensor. The signal is then sent to the signal conditioner that filters noises before the pressure data acquisition. The sensitivity of this particular system is 0.725 mV/kPa and the sensor is capable of measuring pressure gradients up to 13.8 MPa [26].
Figure 13. Photo of (a) a signal conditioner and (b) a piezoelectric pressure sensor.

Figure 14. The internal components of PCB 113B24.
4.2 Fiber Optic Hydrophone

The fiber optic hydrophone used (ONDA HFO-690) is shown in Figure 15, which is comprised of a digital controller and a fiber optic cable. The controller houses a 690 nm laser diode whose light is propagated in a multimode fiber optic cable that has a diameter of 150 µm. The fiber tip is submerged in water and the pressure changes are sensed by the tip, which modifies the dielectric property of the fiber and results in the phase change of the laser light. The process of the measurement of pressure is shown in Figure 16 where a pressure generation device (a piezoelectric disc) is mounted at the bottom of a water tank and the fiber is submerged in water. Once the pressure change occurs at the tip of the fiber, the controller converts the change of pressure to a change in voltage. The output from the controller is sent to a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3054C). The data are then recorded and processed to obtain the actual pressure using the calibration factor.

![Figure 15. ONDA HFO-690 fiber optic hydrophone (pressure sensor).](image-url)
Figure 16. Pressure measurement using fiber optic hydrophone.

4.3 Preparation and Calibration

Generally, all optic devices are sensitive to contaminants such as dust. The first step in preparing this device is to clean the optic connection between the fiber and the controller. A 0.016 inch stripping tool can be used to strip out 45 mm of the protective jacket of the fiber. For a smaller stripping, a 0.006 inch stripper is used to strip out approximately 25 mm of the cladding layer. Finally, the end of the fiber has to be cut precisely with a cleaver tool as shown in Figure 17. Now that the fiber is prepared, the device has to be calibrated. To understand the calibration, the principle of the optic fiber hydrophone will be explained next.
Figure 17. The preparation of using fiber optic hydrophone.

For a light that runs across a different medium, the Fresnel’s formula for the reflection coefficient is:

\[ R(T, p) = \frac{\left( n_c - n_w(T, p) \right)^2}{\left( n_c + n_w(T, p) \right)^2} \]  

(6)

where \( n_c \) is the refractive index of silica glass of the fiber’s core material which is 1.45552 at 690 nm and \( n_w \) is the refractive index of water which is about 1.33. Water, in this case, experiences a change of dielectric property, i.e., the refractive index, due to the change of pressure and temperature. The hydrophone is equipped with a photodetector that produces a voltage that is proportional to the reflected power or reflection coefficient:

\[ \Delta V = K_{rf} \Delta R \]  

(7)

where \( K_{rf} \) is a constant that is dependent on the power of the laser, the sensitivity of the photodetector, and the efficiency of light transmission to the fiber. The \( K_{rf} \) constant is obtained by performing a series of calibrations that the manufacturer refers to as a DC offset calibration and a sensitivity calibration. To perform the DC offset calibration, the fiber has to be submerged in a
special medium that has a matching refractive index to the fiber, which provides a reference voltage \( V_0 \) at zero reflectance \( (R = 0) \) as the following:

\[
V - V_0 = K_{rf} R(T, p)
\]  

(8)

After the DC offset calibration is performed, the fiber has to be submerged in water to do the sensitivity calibration. The water’s temperature has to be measured externally and entered to the device by its touch screen. Since the water’s pressure is assumed to atmospheric \( (p = 101 \text{ kPa}) \), a solution can be found for the \( K_{rf} \) constant. Since \( V_0 \) is measured and \( R(T, p) \) is known from water properties [27] and [28], Equation (4) can be solved to obtain \( K_{rf} \) constant. The controller provides a linear approximation factor, \( sss \), small signal sensitivity [23], so the voltage can be converted to meaningful pressure in MPa:

\[
\Delta p(t) = sss. \Delta V(t)
\]  

(9)

The calibration numbers should be within the manufacturer’s specification. That is to say, the DC offset should be in the range of 0.1 V to 0.5 V and the \( sss \) should be between 5 mV/MPa and 8 mV/MPa [29].
CHAPTER 5

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER DEVICES

5.1 Power Amplifier

The driver of a piezoelectric transducer needs to produce bipolar voltages that last a couple of cycles or a prolonged time. The production of continuous acoustic pressure however is not considered here because significant heat may generate and contaminate the biological results. The bipolar voltage can be produced by amplifying low-voltage sinusoidal wave. A function generator (Agilent N9310A) was used to modulate a sinusoidal signal. It was connected to a broadband amplifier (Kalmus 706FC-CE). The output of the amplifier was connected to a resistor to match its impedance. The amplitude of the final output was controlled by the function generator’s power controlled. For example, when the function generator’s power is set at -4 dBm, the amplifier’s output will be ~ 15 V.

Figure 18. A simple testing setup that has an off-the-shelf broadband amplifier.
5.2 Push-Pull Circuit

The push-pull circuit shown in Figure 19 uses two power MOSFETs, an N-channel MOSFET (Vishay IRFP450), and a P-channel MOSFET (IXYS IXTH16P60P). To drive these MOSFETs, a signal generator (Agilent N9310A) and a wideband RF amplifier (Kalmus 706FCCE) were used. The signal was fed to the amplifier at -4 dBm, from which the amplified output was fed to the MOSFET’s driver circuit. This RF signal was coupled through a wideband transformer (Pulse PE-65612NL) which was connected to the gates of the MOSFETs. The output pulse duration was controlled by the signal generator and set to 600 ms. Two 1 mF capacitors (C1 and C2 in Figure 19) were used in the circuit and they were charged by two DC power supplies (Bertan 210-05R and Bertan 210-03R) running at the opposite polarity but with the same voltage amplitude (100 V). The N-channel MOSFET is turned on when the driving waveform is positive, allowing C1 to discharge to the piezoceramic transducer. The P-channel MOSFET is turned on when the driving waveform is negative, allowing C2 to discharge to the piezoceramic transducer. The output of this circuit is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21.

Figure 19. The Push-Pull circuit.
Figure 20. The voltage that delivers to the load.

Figure 21. The voltage and current have a period of 2.1 MHz.
5.3 Self-Resonance Circuit

Another piezoelectric driver circuit is a self-resonance circuit. It is commonly used in water atomizers, as shown in Figure 22. The circuit drives the transducer at the resonance frequency of 2.1 MHz. The circuit takes the power from the standard household voltage (~120 Vrms) which is stepped down by a transformer to ~ 28 Vrms before rectification. A relay (Tyco CNS-35-72) is connected to the primary of the transformer to control the ON time for the circuit (up to 10 seconds of ON time). An oscillator circuit consisting of two serial inductors (L1 and L3) in parallel with the capacitor C3 determines the oscillation frequency. When Q2 is turned on and C3, L1, and L3 are charged, Q1 turns on. The voltage feedback of L1 to the base of Q1 through C4, calls for more current for the fast charging of L1. The oscillation rises from the discharging and charging between C3 and L1, switching Q1 on and off. C5 and C6 provide AC short circuit for the transducer and the cycle is repeated by the turning on of Q1. The output voltage (at the transducer) is similar to Figure 23. The circuit produces approximately 70 V (peak to peak voltage) and approximately 5 A (peak to peak current). The phase difference was calculated to be about 24° (Figure 24). The average output power is 21.20 Watts. Since the piezoelectric transducer has an electromechanical coupling coefficient $k_t = 0.46$, the mechanical average power is 9.76 Watts.
Figure 22. A self-resonance circuit used in an atomizer [30].
Figure 23. The voltage in the self-resonance circuit.

Figure 24. The voltage and current in the self-resonance circuit.
CHAPTER 6

PIEZOELECTRIC MICROBUBBLE GENERATOR

Piezoelectric transducers produce acoustic pressure when an oscillating electric field is applied. Piezoelectric transducers are available in a variety of sizes, shapes, and frequencies. Using parabolic transducers (referred to as spherical by the manufacturer), the acoustic waves can be focused. The size is a key feature that enables the design of a system compact enough to be used under a microscope. In this section, the design of the system, the final design, and results will be discussed in detail.

6.1 Transducers

Several piezoelectric transducers acquired from STEMiNC and RadioShack were tested for cavitation production in the tap water. The transducers were put in a transparent beaker and driven by the power amplifier described in Section 5.1. The first transducer in the test was a piezoelectric transducer from RadioShack (2730073). It was driven at ~ 18 V at frequencies from 1.5 KHz to 3 KHz. The piezoelectric transducer did not produce any bubbles. Next, four other transducers from STEMiNC were tested. The first two transducers were: 12 × 0.6 mm flat disc (SMD12T06R412WL) and 13.5 × 1.2 mm flat ring transducer with a ring 7 mm in diameter (SMR1357T12R412WL). They were driven at the resonance frequency of 3.4 MHz and 1.7 MHz respectively. These two transducers did not produce any bubbles either. It was speculated that the acoustic power from these transducers wasn’t high enough as they are ring-shaped. So the focus was turned to two other transducers, a 19 × 1 mm flat disc (SMD19T1112S) and a 20 × 1 mm spherical disc (SMSF20C30F21, the radius of curvature: 30 mm) (Figure 25) in which bubbles were observed. To observe the bubbles better, a laser was used to enhance the contrast of bubbles.
and the background water. The laser of the fiber optic hydrophone was shined at the piezoelectric transducers and the setup is drawn in Figure 26. These two transducers produced large number of bubbles as shown in Figure 27. These transducers were then chosen for bubble generation under the microscope.

![Piezoelectric transducers, spherical disc (right) and flat disc (left).](image)

**Figure 25.** Piezoelectric transducers, spherical disc (right) and flat disc (left).

![Experimental setup used for capturing bubbles.](image)

**Figure 26.** The experimental setup used for capturing bubbles.
In an effort to increase the generation of bubbles, the transducers shown in Figure 25 were stacked with 3M double sided tape inserted in between (Figure 28). The transducers were electrically connected in parallel and driven by the push-pull circuit shown in Figure 19. The amount of bubbles did not seem to increase significantly. Thus, this technique was discarded.
6.2 Chamber Design

Several configurations that included a water chamber and a transducer were designed and constructed to in order to adapt to an upright microscope (Olympus BX51). The chamber was used to contain cell medium and also provides an anchoring location for cover slips on which biological cells are cultured.

6.2.1 Transducer with Aperture

The first configuration was to arrange the transducer to face the cover slip so the pressure waves and bubbles can directly hit the cover slip. Meanwhile, the transducer was drilled in the center so that light from the microscope can go through and reach the cells on the coverslip. This approach turned out to be problematic for the following reasons:

1. the transducer creates a water jet, which pushes the cover slip over. To avoid the jet formation, a deep water chamber must be used.
2. the chamber is difficult to build and difficult to handle as the distance of the chamber to the microscope objective needs to be short for high magnification.
3. when a shallow chamber (12 mm tall) was used, there were no bubbles observed.
So for these reasons, this approach was abandoned.

![Transducer with an aperture](image)

**Figure 29.** Transducer with an aperture

### 6.2.2 Two Transducers at an Angle

In the previous experiments, the volume of water was very low. It was thought that if more water is filled in, more bubbles should be produced. Two transducers were then connected in parallel and mounted at an angle as shown in Figure 30. Still, no bubbles were observed. But the conclusion was made that there needs to be a critical length for bubbles to generate.
6.2.3 Transducer Mounted on the Side

Since the goal was to produce energetic bubbles but not necessarily acoustic pressure, as the previous study in [7] showed that most damage was done by the bubbles, a decision was made to mount the transducer sideways and to place the cover slip perpendicular to the axis of the transducer. Doing so will not exert pressure directly to the biological sample. Instead, the bubbles will rise and reach the sample because of buoyancy. To produce the bubbles, the transducer needs to be powered for at least 2-3 seconds. But even for this short period, it was observed that the acrylic chamber wall that faces the transducer was heated and melted. This was due to the transition of low impedance to high impedance between the water and the chamber’s wall (sonic heating). As acrylic has a melting point of ~ 160 °C and glass has a much higher melting point of ~ 1400 °C, glass was chosen to make the chamber.

Multiple chambers were constructed and tested under the microscope. The goal was to be able to adept a 40X lens. It was apparent that the chamber needs to be short in height so the object lens won’t be obstructed. The two transducers shown in Figure 25 were tested. The flat transducer was found to produce more bubbles than the parabolic one, so it was chosen. In order to shorten the height of the chamber, part of the transducer had to be exposed outside the water, which created
overheating of the transducer. This was particularly problematic if the transducer was continuously powered. As a result, Q1 can be fried (Figure 22). To solve the problem, a relay was added to the circuit with a maximum operation time of 10 s. Moreover, the transducer was trimmed down so that no extra area was exposed to air. The final dimensions of the chamber were designed to be 12 mm high, 25 mm wide, and 78 mm long. Glass sheets 1 mm thick were used to construct the chamber (Figure 31 and Figure 32). The chamber contains a glass lid with a designated coverslip anchor with ample room for placing and removing the coverslip. The chamber was able to fit nicely on the microscope for the 40 X object lens.

Figure 31. A bubble chamber that has a piezoelectric transducer placed sideway.
Figure 32. Final chamber fabricated with 1 mm thick glass sheets was placed under a 40X objective lens.

6.3 Final Package

The system was packaged in a plastic box that houses the circuit and is powered by a regular 120V AC from a wall receptacle. The box has an ON/OFF switch and a duration control knob (up to 10 seconds). From the output ports, two electric wires can connect the driver to the piezoelectric transducer that is housed inside the glass chamber.
Figure 33. The whole setup of the bubble generator, which includes the driver, the chamber, and the microscope.
CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

7.1 Pressure Analysis

Pressure data were collected for both parabolic and flat piezoelectric transducers using a fiber optic pressure transducer (ONDA HFO-690). The optical fiber was submerged in water and the fiber tip was directed to the piezoelectric transducer. The fiber was mounted on a 3-D maneuver stage allowing for 1 mm precision. The pressure signal was amplified by the optical fiber controller and further shown on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3054C) (Figure 34). Pressure was measured for the two chosen transducers driven by the push-pull circuit and the self-resonance circuit.

Figure 34. The setup for measuring pressure. Left: the controller for the hydrophone and the oscilloscope. Right: a water tank and a 3 axis maneuver stage that holds the fiber.
7.1.1. Push-Pull Driven Transducers

The push-pull converter (Section 5.2) was turned on for 600 ms. When the pressure was measured, the onset of the pressure was not always the same. The pressure wave sometimes could start from a positive pressure or otherwise a negative pressure. (Figure 35). Even when the transducer was turned on for a different duration, the starting pressure could be different. A probability graph was created to count for the frequency of the positive onset when we varied the duration of the pressure. After the pressure onset, the pressure wave seems consistent in all different operations in Figure 36. However, the frequency of the waves doesn’t appear to equal to the frequency that was used to drive the transducer, because the transducer was mounted to a stationary object (loaded) that limited the frequency of the vibrations.
Figure 35. Pressure waves generated by the spherical transducer at its focal point.
Figure 36. Pressure waves can be plotted in a synchronous way that shows fairly consistent peaks for a spherical transducer. The onsets of the pressure waves are not shown.

Figure 37. The probability of positive onset versus pulse width.
The flat transducer produced the peak pressure of approximate 2 MPa at 9 mm. The peak pressure decays as the distance increases but becomes stable 12 mm to 20 mm (Figure 38). On the other hand, the spherical transducer shows a peak pressure ~9 MP at 30 mm, which is predicted by the curvature (30 mm) of the transducer (Figure 39). Meanwhile, the pressure was measured laterally and the peak pressure was found on the axis (Figure 40). The pressure was also measured for the transducer with the aperture in a similar manner (Figure 41 and Figure 42).

Figure 38. Vertical pressure distribution – flat transducer.
Figure 39. Vertical pressure distribution – spherical transducer.

Figure 40. Lateral pressure distribution – spherical transducer.
Figure 41. Vertical pressure distribution – spherical transducer with an aperture.

Figure 42. Lateral pressure distribution – spherical transducer with an aperture.
7.1.2 Transducers Driven by Self-Resonance Driver

The same pressure measurements were performed but the transducers were free loaded in the water tank. The self-resonance driver energized the transducer at 2.1 MHz and the frequency of the pressure wave was measured approximately 2 MHz (Figure 43), which matches the theoretical frequency, \( f \), given by the material’s frequency constant:

\[
f = \frac{(N_t = 2050 \text{ Hz.m})}{(\text{thickness} = 1 \text{ mm})} = 2.05 \text{ MHz}
\]  

(10)

The peak of the pressure is 8 MPa and stays relatively constant at each cycle. For flat transducer, the same frequency was observed but the amplitude was 1 MPa. The spatial distributions of the pressure for both transducers are plotted in Figure 46. Again, the curved transducer shows a nice focused pressure distribution, whereas the flat transducer produces a stable pressure distribution throughout the measurement range.
Figure 43. The pressure at the focal distance of 30 mm produced by the spherical transducer driven by the self-resonance circuit.

Figure 44. Pressure distribution for spherical and flat transducers.
7.1.3 Bubble Generation

To generate bubbles on the microscope, the chamber was placed under the objective lens (Figure 47). When the transducer was activated, a pressure wave was generated that oscillates at 2.1 MHz (Figure 43). Due to the compression and tension waves, microbubbles are generated and they quickly filled the chamber. In the chamber, a needle with a 190 µm diameter was placed to serve as a scale in Figure 46.

Under normal conditions, microbubbles or nuclei, are already present in the water. When the piezoelectric transducer is activated, the microbubbles oscillate in phase with the sound waves produced by the transducer. The bubbles expand under negative pressure and they contract under positive pressure. To characterize the growth of bubbles, a series of images was taken and analyzed. It was found that no bubble has a radius greater than 200 µm.

The bubbles at beginning are very small and hard to be seen. The inception of larger bubbles takes approximately 2-3 seconds. In one way, small bubbles become larger in size as time goes by. On the other hand, several small bubbles may merge and form single larger bubbles. Moreover, the bubbles may form clusters instead. As soon as the piezoelectric transducer was turned off, large bubbles were found to rise to the water surface.
Figure 45. Snapshots of the chamber (a) before and (b) after bubble generation
Figure 46. A still image of the microbubbles generated in tap water. A needle with a diameter of 190 µm was placed as a scale [30].

7.1.4 Bubbles on the Cover Slip

The cover slip in the chamber was carefully observed under the microscope and images were taken to analyze the bubbles on the surface of the cover slip. Before the device was activated (each trial), the lid and the coverslip were cleaned with an alcohol mix (IPA) and wiped with delicate task KimWipes®. The piezoelectric transducer’s driver was set to run for 2 seconds and after 3 seconds, images were captured allowing the bubbles to rise to the surface of the chamber. During the capture of the images, larger bubbles were observed to rise to the surface (the glass lid in the chamber that also house the coverslip) and often, bubbles bonded together and rose to the surface as a unit. When the bubble clusters reached the surface, they sometimes stayed bonded, but often the bonded bubbles merged together and formed bigger bubbles as time passed by (Figure 47). It was also noted that smaller bubbles with radii less than 10 µm, rose to the surface before
the bigger bubbles settled, but they collapsed rather quickly as indicated by the arrow 2 in Figure 47.

There were 237 bubbles analyzed from the images by *ImageJ* which recognizes the bubbles and measure their dimensions based on the distance bar. The majority of these bubbles in terms of their radii fell between 10-30 µm, and bigger bubbles were less frequent to appear during the 2 seconds ON time analysis.

![Image](image_url)

Figure 47. Two images captured within a second showing that bubbles cluster after reaching the cover slip.
Figure 48. Summation of 17 images showing different bubble sizes.

Figure 49. Histogram of the bubble radii of the superimposed image in figure 35.
To observe any correlation between the ON time and size of these bubbles, the system was left ON for 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds. Consistently, the majority of the bubbles radii fell in the range of 10-30 µm, and no bubble with a radius larger than 200 µm was observed.

Figure 50. Histogram graphs for (a) 5 seconds shot, (b) 10 seconds shot, (c) 15 seconds shot, and (d) 20 seconds shot.
Though bubbles of similar size were often present, they may not collapse at the same rate. A series of 896 images of two similarly sized bubbles that were taken over 60 seconds were analyzed. Figure 51 shows a montage of the two bubbles. Figure 52 and Figure 53 show the two
bubbles collapsed at different speeds. In Figure 51, the first bubble had a 14 µm radius and the second bubble had a slightly smaller radius at 12.5 µm. Though the radios difference is not substantial, the calculated volume is 40% different. Observing the two bubbles, their radial collapsing speed is similar in the range of 14-8 µm, and beyond that range the second bubble collapsed faster than the first one, Figure 52 and Figure 53.

Figure 52. Time dependence of the radius of the cross-sectional circle [30].
Figure 53. Time dependence of the evaluated bubbles’ volumes [30].

Figure 54. Radial collapsing speed versus the radius of the cross-sectional circle. As the bubble becomes smaller, the faster it collapses [30].
Through analyzing more images from the microscope, the large bubbles seem to contain what resembles condensed water. Figure 55 shows this phenomenon as the indicated object does not look like a bubble, but it looks like trapped water or even condensation as the bubbles themselves were initiated as steam. Though it is not clear whether the object found in the bubble is water or a bubble, from other images it’s obvious that larger bubbles may have smaller bubbles adhered to its wall and if the smaller bubbles reached the cover slip first they might be embedded within the larger bubble as shown in Figure 56.

Figure 55. Condensation inside a bubble.
Figure 56. Smaller bubbles embedded in the walls of bigger bubbles.
CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION

8.1 The Negative Impact of Increasing Driver Voltage

The original thought of producing pressure waves and shocks was that could use the push-pull driver to vary the voltage and pulse duration in a controlled manner. While the voltage (100V) was increased, a large amount of bubbles were able to be generated. But the side effect is that too high voltage could lead to the production of electrolysis bubbles. They can be observed visually like a smoke stemming from the transducer surface (Figure 57). Even when the driving pulse was reduced to 50 ms, the electrolysis was still observed. When the voltage was reduced to 60 V, the smoke was much less, but still present. After we switched to the self-resonance circuit, which has considerably lower voltage (~30 V), the electrolysis problem was eliminated.

Figure 57. Electrolysis bubbles coming from a transducer after a 100 ms pulse.
8.2 The Choice of Driver’s Frequency

The transducer of choice (SMD19T1112S) has a resonant frequency of 2.1 MHz and was chosen for three reasons:

1. Frequencies of ~20 kHz are known to generate large bubbles for mechanical shearing applications such as emulsification.
2. Frequencies within 100 kHz and 1 MHz are used to generate smaller bubbles for sonochemical purposes.
3. Frequencies greater than 1 MHz are known to have weaker cavitation effects but are commonly used for medical and imaging purposes.

By choosing 2.1 MHz transducer makes sense because power ultrasound is avoided while producing microbubbles for biological studies [30].

8.3 Bubble Growth

In water, gaseous impurities are present and they serve as the nuclei of bubble formation. In the event of negative pressure, water is pulled apart from the impurity sites, forming acoustic microbubbles. When water is subjected to positive pressure, these microbubbles are compressed, although not completely. In this system, the transducer delivers continuous acoustic pressure waves which means this process repeated in the following acoustic cycles of positive and negative pressures, and the cavitation bubbles formed grow accordingly, until they reach a critical size known as resonance size. Beyond that, the bubbles then might collapse violently or oscillate at or near the resonance size. Another possibility is that the bubbles may also split into smaller bubbles and reduce their sizes, which then serve as nuclei of new cavitation cycles. The relationship of the resonance radius of the bubble with the frequency $f$ is given by Young [31] as
\[ R_r = \frac{3\gamma p_\infty}{\sqrt{\rho \omega^2}} \]  

(11)

where \( \gamma \) is the specific heat ratio of the gas inside the bubble, which is 1.33 for steam (water). \( p_\infty \) is the ambient liquid pressure, which is approximately considered as 1 atm. \( \rho \) is the liquid density, which is 999.97 kg/m\(^3\) for water and \( \omega \) is the angular frequency of the generated ultrasonic waves, which is \( 2\pi f = 1.32 \times 10^7 \) Hz. The resonance radius is then evaluated to be about 1.52 µm. The resulting diameter of the bubbles is \( \sim 3 \) µm, which is beyond the detection range of the cameras used.

However, the growth of bigger bubbles beyond the resonance radius \( R_r \) could be attributed to rectified diffusion and bubble coalescence. Rectified diffusion [32] is a nonlinear effect that involves an unequal mass transfer across the bubble interface in the rarefaction and compression phases of the ultrasound wave. From [33], it is suggested that gas diffusion into or out of a bubble depends on the surface area of the bubble. A bubble has a larger surface area during its expansion than its compression, therefore leading to more gas diffused into than out of the bubble. Also, the wall of a bubble thins during its expansion, making it easier for gas to diffuse in. One the other hand, coalescence involves multiple bubbles coming into contact with each other and forming wall partitions. The interface walls rupture when they become sufficiently thin, which leads to the formation of bigger bubbles [34].
The transducer is placed in one of the far ends of the glass chamber, reflected wave interfere with incoming waves, leads to nodes and antinodes of standing waves (Figure 58). Microbubbles formed at the antinodes that grow to a radius larger than $R_r$ will be pushed toward the nodes by acoustic radiation forces on gas bubbles known as primary Bjerknes forces [36] and become inactive bubbles that do not implode violently within the liquid near the site of creation. These bubbles eventually become large enough and will rise to the surface the chamber due to their buoyancy after turning off the transducer.

Bubbles that rise to the surface of the chamber (coverslip) are of a radius distributed between 5 and 200 µm, and the majority of them have a radius between 10 and 30 µm. They gradually collapse on the cover slip or merge to form larger bubbles. Through visual observation, it was noticed that smaller a bubble is, the faster it collapses. It’s believed that these bubbles are similar to the ones generated by the previous electrical discharges in water reported in [7] and [11]. The collapsing time of bubbles with initial radius of $\sim 12$ µm is observed to be about 60 s. This
long collapse time may be favored for biological studies where the observation of time evolution is of essence, [30].
CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Bubble generation using piezoelectric transducers were studied. A curved transducer and a flat transducer were tested. Both of them can produce bubbles, but the flat one produced lower pressure intensity than the covered one. The curved transducer has an advantage in that the pressure wave can be focused at 30 mm from the transducer surface. It was found that it doesn’t require very high voltage for these transducers to operate and one should be mindful of the electrolysis if too high voltage is applied. It is also important to create an environment where the standing wave can form, so that we are able to produce bubbles. This environment can be a chamber that allows a transducer to emit pressure sideway, so the pressure can bounce back from the opposing wall. A typical size of such chamber can be 8 cm × 2 cm × 2 cm. The driving frequency is critical to drive the transducer to produce the highest bubble yield.

The observations of the bubbles can be summarized as follows:

1. All bubbles collapse on the cover slip over time and the bubbles with a radius larger than 12 µm take more than 60 seconds to collapse.
2. Bubbles that are bonded together tend to combine (coalesce) and form a bigger bubble.
3. Larger bubbles may contain smaller bubbles.
4. Condensation might be present inside larger bubbles.
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APPENDIX A

PIEZOELECTRICITY CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS AND COEFFICIENTS

A.1. Constitutive Equations

Modeling piezoelectric materials came about from the principles of thermodynamics because the mechanical and electrical variables of piezoelectric materials are coupled. Essentially piezoelectric material is treated as closed system so that its internal energy change can be quantified. Moreover, different thermodynamic potentials are used to derive the model with different natural variables (independent variables). The information presented in this report follows IEEE standards for piezoelectric constitutive equations. First, we define the mechanical stress for an elastic body using Hooke’s law as follows,

\[ T = cS \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where \( T \) is the stress, \( c \) is the stiffness, and \( S \) is the strain of the material. The strain of a material is given by the percentage of elongation of the material under stress. The direct piezoelectric effect is a result of induced polarization \( eS \) proportional to the strain so that the polarization expression becomes:

\[ P = (\varepsilon - \varepsilon_0)E + eS \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The polarization is related to the electric displacement as:

\[ D = \varepsilon_0E + P \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The direct or inverse piezoelectric effect is also proportional to the electric field as it induces stress \(-eE\) where \( e \) is a piezoelectric constant that is expressed in N/Vm and it relates the charge
per unit area and zero electric field strain. Finally, the electromechanically coupled equations become the following:

\[ D = eS + \varepsilon^SE \]  

\[ T = c^ES - eE \]

where \( D \) is the electric displacement, \( c^E \) is the stiffness at a constant electric field and \( \varepsilon^S \) is the permittivity at constant strain. Equations (9) and (10) are derived from the three forms of work that establishes the variation of stored internal energy \( dU \). The works of mechanical forces, electric field and thermal energy are considered and the expression for \( dU \) is:

\[ dU = TdS + EdD + \theta d\varsigma \]

where \( \theta \) is the temperature. The natural variables are the strain \( S \), electric displacement \( D \), and the entropy \( \varsigma \). Note that the electric displacement is related to the polarization of the material and the electric field as follows:

\[ D = \varepsilon_0E + P \]

Also, note that the variable \( \theta \) is the temperature. To write the constitutive equations using the strain, electric field, and temperature as independent variables, the differential forms of the dependent variables, which are stress, electric displacement, and entropy:

\[ dT = \frac{\partial T}{\partial S}dS + \frac{\partial T}{\partial E}dE + \frac{\partial T}{\partial \theta}d\theta \]

\[ dD = \frac{\partial D}{\partial S}dS + \frac{\partial D}{\partial E}dE + \frac{\partial D}{\partial \theta}d\theta \]
\[ d\varsigma = \frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial S} dS + \frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial E} dE + \frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial \theta} d\theta \]  

(21)

All of equation (19), (20), and (21) are to define important relationships to the physical meaning of the equations, and how they are related, table A1.

Table A1. Physical meaning of the partial derivatives of the internal energy

| \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial S} = c\) | elasticity | \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial E} = e\) | inverse piezoelectricity | \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial \theta} = \lambda\) | thermal stress |
| \(\frac{\partial D}{\partial S} = e\) | direct piezoelectricity | \(\frac{\partial D}{\partial E} = \varepsilon\) | permittivity | \(\frac{\partial D}{\partial \theta} = p\) | pyroelectricity |
| \(\frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial S} = \lambda\) | piezocaloric effect | \(\frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial E} = p\) | electrocaloric effect | \(\frac{\partial \varsigma}{\partial \theta} = \alpha\) | heat capacity |

Now introduce Gibbs electric function (also called thermoelectric Gibbs free energy) to fully describe the system thermodynamically,

\[ G_2 = U - ED - \theta \varsigma \]  

(22)

Its deferential form is,

\[ dG_2 = TdS - DdE - \varsigma d\theta \]  

(23)

as a result,
Second order partial derivatives of stress and displacement of Equation (22) with respect to $E$ and $\theta$ leads to the following:

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial E} = \frac{\partial G_2}{\partial S}\frac{\partial E}{\partial E} = -\frac{\partial D}{\partial S} \tag{27}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial \theta} = \frac{\partial G_2}{\partial S}\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial \theta} = -\frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial S} \tag{28}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial D}{\partial \theta} = -\frac{\partial G_2}{\partial E}\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial E} = \frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial E} \tag{29}
\]

One can draw the conclusion that the coefficient for the direct and inverse piezoelectric effects from Equation (27).

The equation for free energy is:

\[
A = U - TS \tag{30}
\]

Using Equations (22), (24), (25), (26) and Table A1, one gets the following equations:

\[
T = c^E S - eE - \lambda \theta \tag{31}
\]

\[
D = eS + \varepsilon^S E + p\theta \tag{32}
\]

\[
\zeta = \lambda S + p^S E + \alpha \theta \tag{33}
\]
Neglecting the heat effects per IEEE standards, equation (33) is disregarded, and the heat related terms in (31) and (32) are omitted and the results are the same equations in (15) and (16).

A.2. Characterization of Thickness Vibration Mode Piezoceramics

Piezoelectric material such as piezoceramics e.g. PZT are anisotropic materials and as a consequence true modeling has to be done with tensor relations because the physical parameters are directional. For example, the stress that is applied to a cubic unit cell has three components on each face along the three space axis x, y, and z. Going through these in details is beyond the purpose of this thesis but one can visit books such as Mason [21] and [37], also Yang [38]. However, since thickness vibration mode piezoelectric ceramics were used in this work, a brief characterization of these transducers is due.

A thickness vibration mode piezoelectric transducer is a device that is manufactured as plates, rings, or discs. In this work, piezoceramic discs were used and for these devices, the piezoelectric properties are built in along its thickness by the poling process. The poling process takes place when the raw piezoelectric material is mixed and machined into the final shape desired. A high electric field is applied at the electrodes resulting into an axis specific transducer device by properly orienting the polarization domains in the material, see Figure 59. This poling process determines the vibration mode of a piezoceramic transducer such as radial, longitudinal, or thickness as in Figure 9.
Since a thickness vibration mode piezoceramic is piezoelectric only along its thickness axis, one-dimensional modeling is acceptable [39]. In tensor convention x, y, and z are expressed as 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Figure 60. Directional coefficients will have subscripts denoting the direction associated with the physical effect, Table A2.
Table A2. Piezoceramic discs characterizing coefficients (Thickness vibration mode)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electromechanical coupling coefficients</td>
<td>$k_t, k_{31}$</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency constants</td>
<td>$N_t$</td>
<td>Hz m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric charge constants</td>
<td>$d_{33}, d_{31}$</td>
<td>m/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric voltage constants</td>
<td>$g_{33}, g_{31}$</td>
<td>Vm/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>$Y_{33}, Y_{31}$</td>
<td>N/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic stiffness</td>
<td>$c_{33}$</td>
<td>N/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical quality factor</td>
<td>$Q_m$</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curie temperature</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of the material</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>g/cm³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$k_{31}$ is the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the electric field in direction 3 and the mechanical vibration in direction 1. $k_t$, refers to the coupling along the thickness. $N_t$ is the frequency constant with respect to the thickness of the piezoceramic and its resonance frequency.

The piezoelectric constants ($d_{ij}$ and $g_{ij}$) are found in the following tensor relations:

\[ S_{ij} = d_{ij}E_k \] (34)

\[ g_{ij} = -\frac{\partial E_i}{\partial T_j} \] (35)

The Young’s modulus is the ration between the stress applied and resulted strain. The elastic stiffness describes the linear relationship between the stress and strain and given by the following tensor relation (generalized Hooke’s law):
\[ T_i = c_{ij} S_j \]  \hfill (36)

The mechanical quality factor is:

\[
Q_m = 2\pi \frac{\text{stored mechanical energy at resonance}}{\text{mechanical dissipated energy per resonant cycle}}
\]  \hfill (37)

and the Curie temperature is the temperature at which the material cannot maintain polarization and the net polarization goes to zero, thus the piezoelectric effects are no longer in effect.
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